Imputation of genotypes from different single nucleotide polymorphism panels in dairy cattle.
Imputation of missing genotypes is important to join data from animals genotyped on different single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panels. Because of the evolution of available technologies, economical reasons, or coexistence of several products from competing organizations, animals might be genotyped for different SNP chips. Combined analysis of all the data increases accuracy of genomic selection or fine-mapping precision. In the present study, real data from 4,738 Dutch Holstein animals genotyped with custom-made 60K Illumina panels (Illumina, San Diego, CA) were used to mimic imputation of genotypes between 2 SNP panels of approximately 27,500 markers each and with 9,265 SNP markers in common. Imputation efficiency increased with number of reference animals (genotyped for both chips), when animals genotyped on a single chip were included in the training data, with regional higher marker densities, with greater distance to chromosome ends, and with a closer relationship between imputed and reference animals. With 0 to 2,000 animals genotyped for both chips, the mean imputation error rate ranged from 2.774 to 0.415% and accuracy ranged from 0.81 to 0.96. Then, imputation was applied in the Dutch Holstein population to predict alleles from markers of the Illumina Bovine SNP50 chip with markers from a custom-made 60K Illumina panel. A cross-validation study performed on 102 bulls indicated that the mean error rate per bull was approximately equal to 1.0%. This study showed the feasibility to impute markers in dairy cattle with the current marker panels and with error rates below 1%.